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Abstract

Problems for linguistics on Esperanto, and formal semantics in particular:

Native speakers ⇒ intuitions

Negative evidence ⇒ crucial experiment

Underspecification ⇒ show-stopper for (most?) linguistics
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Native speakers

Mother tongue (caretakers) vs. first language (conspecifics)

A sizeable minority has Esperanto as a mother tongue,
but never as a first language

No homogeneous speech community

Alternatives?

The Esperanto “elite,” eg. members of its language academy.

but: the slated purpose of its academy is merely to guard the
language and conserve its heritage.
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Negative evidence

A living natural language has a speech community which can judge the
grammaticality and determine the meaning of arbitrary sentences

Esperanto: no speech community of first language speakers
⇒ only positive evidence

Esperanto: “if it makes sense it is grammatical.”

But: children acquire any first language without negative evidence!
(including meanings)

Also: intuitions are only crucial for competence linguistics, and they
are just as suspect as introspection in psychology.
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Underspecification

A paradox: Esperanto’s lexical semantics is very precise
Yet sentential semantics and up is fair game to anyone

Very rich morphology and systematic word building
(perfectly compositional)

Endless discussions about proper usage are the norm

Leĝo de Tonjo: Ju pli longas reta diskuto en Esperanto, des
pli la probableco, ke ĝi deflankiĝos al diskuto pri
gramatikaĵoj au pri la uzata vortigo, (asimptote)
proksimiĝas al 1
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Alternatives

How to do semantics without intuitions?

Corpus-based, hermeneutical (cf. study of Latin)

Distributional Semantic Models, parallel corpora (Rosetta stone),
paraphrasings
⇒ eg., invent elaborate metric to measure distance of an arbitrary
locution to naturalistic evidence
Sentential meaning is not arbitrary, exploit intersentential
generalizations!

Committee of average Esperanto speakers supplies consensus
“intuitions” after all

Orwellian prescriptivism?!

But: this seems to amount to giving up formalism
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Conclusion

If we can give up competence linguistics, there is hope!

Problems with Esperanto hold for endangered languages as well, and
perhaps across the board
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